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LEVELS OF POSITIVE DEFINITE TERNARYQUADRATICFORMS
J. LARRY LEHMAN
Abstract. The level N and squarefree character q of a positive definite
ternary quadratic form are defined so that its associated modular form has
level N and character Xg ■We define ä collection of correspondences between
classes of quadratic forms having the same level and different discriminants.
This makes practical a method for finding representatives of all classes of ternary
forms having a given level. We also give a formula for the number of genera of
ternary forms with a given level and character.

Introduction
In this article, we consider some questions concerning the classification of
positive definite ternary quadratic forms. Our motivation is the connection between quadratic forms and modular forms which is given in the theorem below.
We first recall some notation and terminology concerning modular forms.
Define a symbol (a/b) for a, b e Z by the following conditions:
(1) (a/b) is the Legendre symbol if b is an odd prime.
(2) (a/2) = (_i)(«2-D/8 if a is odd.
(3) (fl/-l) = 1 if a>0, (a/-l) = -l if a<0.

(4) ia/b) = 0 if gcd(a, b) > I, (1/0) = 1, (a/0) = 0 if a # 1.
(5) (a/bc) = (a/b) • (a/c) for all b,ceZ.
If t is a nonzero integer, define a function Xt on the integers as follows: Let
t = qr2 with q squarefree. If q = 1 (mod 4), let D = q. If q = 2,3
(mod 4), let D = 4q . Then Xtin) = iD/n) for all n e Z. The function Xt is
a quadratic Dirichlet character with conductor \D\ [11].
Let k be an integer, TV a positive integer (divisible by 4 if k is odd), and
X a character modulo N. Let YoiN) be the subgroup of SL2(Z) consisting
of all \abd\ with c = 0 (mod N). A modular form 6 is said to have weight

k/2, level N, and character x if for all y = [acbd]e r0(7V) and all z e C with
lm(z)>0,
faz + b\ = f X(d) • (cz + d)k'2 - 6iz)
\cz + d) ~ \ xid) - j\y, z)k - 0(z)

if k is even,
if k is odd.

Here, Hy, z) - e^xxdd)icz + d)l/2, where e¿ = 1 or i as d = 1 or 3
(mod 4). Denote the vector space of all such modular forms as Mk/2iN, x),
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and its subspace of cusp forms as Sk/2iN, x) ■ (See [12] or [7] for more background on modular forms, particularly those of half-integral weight.)
Theorem (Shimura [12]). Let Si^i, ■■■, x„) be a positive definite quadratic
fiorm having integer coefficients. Let A be the n x n matrix

A=

d2S

[dXjdXjl '
Define N to be the smallest positive integer so that NA~l is an even matrix, that
is, has integral entries, and even integers on themain diagonal. Let 0(/) = 6f(z)

be definedby

efiz) = Y,qf(mi'"'mnK
where q —e2nn, and the sum is taken over all n-tuples (mi,...,m„)

in Z" .

Then 0(/) e Af„/2(/V,Xd). where d = det(^) if n = 0 (mod 4), d = - det(^)
iS n = 2 (mod 4), and d = det(^4)/2 (/"n is odd.
Remarks. This theorem is a special case of Proposition 2.1 in [12]. Shimura's
proposition generalizes results of Hecke and Schoeneberg in the case when n is
even, and of Pfetzer when n is odd (see [12] for references). It is not hard to
see that det(^) is even if n is odd, so the discriminant d of / is an integer
in each case. In saying that Xd is the character of 6if), we mean that 6 if)
has character / such that xia) = Xd(a) if gcd(a, N) = 1. (By definition,
Xia) = 0 if gcd(a, N) > I.) Suppose that g = cS, with c a positive integer.
Then dig) has weight n/2 and level cN. Its character is Xd if n is even,
Xcd if n is odd. As a power series in q, Big) is the same as 0(/) with all
exponents multiplied by c. So we can restrict our attention to the case where
/ is primitive, that is, where the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of
/ is 1. Finally, we have that if Si and Si are in the same genus of forms (see

§3), then 6(Sx)- 6(S2)e Sn/2(N, Xd) [10].
Attempts have been made to use quadratic forms to describe a space of mod-

ular or cusp forms of a given weight, level, and character. In formal terms, this
can be considered as a special case of the "basis problem," which was successfully dealt with in [5] in the case in which the weight is an integer k > 2 . Serre
and Stark [11] found bases for all spaces of forms of weight 1/2, using theta
series, which may be defined in terms of quadratic forms. In [8], the author
employed quadratic forms to construct a basis for 53/2(196, Xi) > in order to
fully compute the effects of the Hecke operators on this space, and the Shimura
correspondence on associated eigenforms. Obviously, it would be helpful in
this application to be able to find all primitive quadratic forms which lead to a
particular value of the level TV. If n = 1, then this is trivial, as there is only one
primitive form in that case. In the case of binary forms (« = 2), this problem
is the same as that of finding all primitive forms of a given discriminant. For
if Sixi >xi) = axxx2 + ax2xxx2+ a22x\ is primitive, then

A = 2au

an

2a22 -an
detiA) [-ai2
2al{
leading to the conclusion that AT= det(^4) in every case.
When we look at ternary forms (« = 3), however, this is no longer the case.
For example, let
Sixi, x2, Xi) = Xi + 2x2 + 8x3
an

2a22

and

A~l =
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and
giXx , X2 , X-})= 3x2 + 1 lX2 + 1 lx2 - IOX2X3- 2x1X3 - 2XiX2.

Then 0(/) and dig) are both weight 3/2 forms of level 32 and trivial character.

But / has discriminant 64 while that of g is 1024.
This example illustrates another point. Extensive tables of positive definite
ternary quadratic forms, grouped by discriminant, have been compiled. In particular, the tables of Brandt and Intrau [1] list (in over 200 pages) all reduced
ternary forms with d < 1000. But, as we see above, a modular form of relatively small level may arise from a quadratic form with a large discriminant.
In this article, we will consider the following question: Is it possible to find all
primitive, positive definite, ternary quadratic forms whose associated modular
forms possess a particular level? We will show that this is possible in general,
and illustrate a practical method for doing so for a large number of values of

the level.
1. Ternary

quadratic

forms

The literature on quadratic forms is extensive and highly developed. We
will take an elementary approach to the subject, focusing narrowly on positive
definite ternary quadratic forms which are defined over the integers. However,
our approach is unique in that it stresses the level throughout as the invariant
of importance for a quadratic form.
Let S be a ternary quadratic form with integer coefficients, given by the
equation
( 1)

/(x, y, z) = ax2 + by2 + cz2 + ryz + sxz + txy.

Unless otherwise stated, we assume that / is positive definite (that is, that
fix, y, z) > 0 for real numbers x, y, z unless x = y = z = 0 ) and primitive (gcd(a, b,c,r,s,t)
= 1). (Note that we do not follow the "classically
integral" definition, which requires that r, s, and t be even integers. Some
results quoted below, particularly those of Dickson [4], have been restated to
account for this difference in definitions.) We will also denote / by the array
/=(;:;)•
Define the matrix of / to be

A = Af =

2a t s
t 2b r
s
r 2c

We will say that a 3x3 matrix is primitive if it is the matrix of a primitive
ternary form. Define the discriminant of / to be
d = dr=

—^
2

= 4abc + rst - ar2 - bs2 - ci2.

Let Aij be the i, j-cofactor of A . That is,
Axx=4bc-r2,

A2i = st-2ar

= A-¡2,

A22 = 4ac-s2,

Al3 = rt-2bs

- A3l,

^33 = 4ab - t2,

An = rs -2ct = A2x-
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Define the divisor of / to be the positive integer
m = mf = %cdiAxx, A22, A33, 2^23 > 2^13, 2Al2).

Let a = Axx/m , ß — A22/m, y = A-^/m , p = 2A2i/m, o = 2Axi/m , and
T = 2Ax2/m . Define the reciprocal of / to be the ternary form
(2)

</>(x,y, z) = ax2 + ßy2 + yz2 + pyz + oxz + xxy.

It is clear that </>is a primitive positive definite form.

The matrix of <j>is
At =

2a

x

a

2

Au

A2\ Mi

x

2ß

p

= —

An

A22 A32

a

p

2y\

2det(¿)

m L^i3 ^23 -433.

by the usual cofactor results. So Aé = ^AJ1.

m

Af

Notice that m divides 4d

because
4d = 2 detiA) = 4aiAu) + i(2^12) + si2An).
Define the level of / to be the positive integer N = Nf = 4df/mf. Note that,
as in the introduction, N is the smallest positive integer such that NAJ1 is
even. We can also describe the level of / as the unique positive integer ./V so
that NAZX is a primitive matrix.
Now consider the definitions above applied to the primitive form <f>.Since

A,/,—NfA, , the discriminant of <f)is
det(^)

N}

Nl

■f«M?l)-d

Let m,/, be the divisor of 4>,and let N^ = 4dt¡>/mlj>
be its level. Let F be the
reciprocal of <p. Then
Na
AF^N^A-^N^NfA-fx)-x
= -^Af

Nf

But F is a primitive form by the definition of the reciprocal. So AE is a
primitive matrix, as is Af. Clearly, the only way in which a positive scalar
multiple of a primitive matrix can be primitive is if the scalar is 1. Therefore,
/ is the reciprocal of <j>.Furthermore, we have the following important fact.
Theorem 1. Let S be a primitive, positive definite, ternary quadratic form, and
let <f>be its reciprocal. Then f and </>have the same level.

Fix the following notation now. Considered as constants depending on /,
denote df by d, mf by m, d^ by Ô, m^ by p, and the common value of
Nf and Né by N. Each of these quantities is a positive integer.
Ternary forms / and g are said to be equivalent, f ~ g, if there is a
unimodular matrix U — [u¡j] so that Ag — UAfU'. (That is, U has integer
entries and det(C/) = ±1 ; U' is its transpose.) In this case, the coefficients of
g can be expressed explicitly in terms of / as follows. For /' = 1, 2, 3, let
u, = («n , ui2, Mf3). Suppose that gixx, x2, x3) = Y.t<j a^Xj.
Then

/ /(«i)

if i = j,

a,J - I /(u, + uj) - fto) - S(uj) if i Ï j.
Equivalent forms are said to belong to the same class. Clearly, if / ~ g, then

df = dg.
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Proposition 1. The level of~a Sorm is a class invariant. That is, iS S ~ g • men

Nf = Ng.
ProoS- If some prime divides each coefficient of /, then by equation (3) it
divides each coefficient of g. It follows that S is primitive if and only if g is
primitive. Now NfA~l = VAéV, where V —iU')~x is unimodular. Since (f>
is a primitive form, NfA~l must be a primitive matrix. But Ng is the unique
positive integer so that NgA~l is primitive. Therefore Nf = Ng . G
Corollary 1. IS S and g are equivalent, then their reciprocals are equivalent as

well.
From the equations S = A/3/4d, m = 4d/N, and p = 4S/N = N2/d, we
see that m, p, and ô are also class invariants. Notice also that mp - 4N,
m2p - I6d, and mp2 - 16<5. From these latter two equations we can see that
if m is odd, then 16 | p, and if p is odd, then 16 | m . But m is odd if and
only if one of Axx, A22, A^ is odd. This is the case if and only if one of r,
s, t is odd. If not, then it is easy to see that 4 | m. Similarly, either p is odd
or 4 | p . In any case, we see that 16 | mp and thus that 4\ N.
Now suppose that / is a ternary form having a given level N. What can be
concluded about the discriminant d of such a form? First note that if p \ d,
then p | pd, so p \ N2 and p \ N. So d cannot be divisible by any prime
which does not divide N. Let p be an odd prime and suppose that pg || N
(that is, N is divisible by pg , but not by pg+l ). Suppose that ph \\ d. From
the fact that m = 4d/N and p = N2/d are integers, we see that g < h <2g.
Suppose that 2s || N (so that g > 2 ) and that 2h \\ d. We can now conclude
that h + 2 > g and 2g > h, that is, g - 2 < h < 2g. But as noted in the
previous paragraph, m is either odd or divisible by 4, and likewise for p. So
we see that h ^ g - 1 and h±2g-l
in this case. (If / is a quadratic form in
an even number of variables, then it is known that A^ and d are divisible by
the same prime factors [9]. Note that for ternary forms, we may have d odd
although Af is even.)
There is an additional restriction on discriminant values. First note the following result which we will use on several occasions.
Proposition 2 [4, pp. 12-17]. Let S be a ternary Sorm. Let m be its divisor
and p be the divisor oSits reciprocal. Then / is equivalent to a Sorm Ia c),
having reciprocal \
and to mp.

a\) • so that a and y are relatively prime to each other

Lemma 1. There is no primitive ternary Sorm / with divisor m, whose reciprocal
has divisor p, so that m and p are both squares and either m or p is odd.

ProoS- Suppose that / is such a form. We may assume that / and its reciprocal are as given in Proposition 2. In particular then, a and y are odd and
positive, and so we may consider the Jacobi symbols imy/a) and ipa/y). By
the definition of the reciprocal, we have that my = 4ab-t2 and pa = 4ßy-p2 .
Since m and p are squares, it follows that
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and by Quadratic Reciprocity,
(_l)(a-l)()--l)/4

_ (_l)(«-l)/2(_i)(y-l)/2_

But if m is odd (and a square), then y = my = 4ab - t2 = -1 (mod 4). Then
it follows that
(_l)(a-l)/2

= _(_l)(a-l)/2j

which is impossible. There is a similar contradiction if p is odd. So / cannot
exist under these conditions. D
The divisors m and p are both squares if and only if N - mp/4
d = mN/4 are both squares. We summarize the above results as:

and

Theorem 2. Let S be a primitive, positive definite, ternary quadratic form with
level N and discriminant d. Suppose that
(4)

N = 2"°p^...pnkk

is the prime factorization of N. Then «0 > 2 and d is of the form
(5)

d = 2d«pd¿...pd¿

with the following restrictions on exponents:

(1) do = «o - 2, do —2«o> or no < do < 2«o - 2, and

(2) for 1 < i < k, n¡ < d¡ < 2n,.
Furthermore, if n¡ is even for 0 < i < k, then either no < do < 2«0 - 2, or d¡

is odd for some 1 < i < k.
In particular, we see that given a value N, there is only a finite number of
values d so that a ternary form could have level ATand discriminant d. These
values are explicitly calculable in terms of N. (In the following sections, when
we write that N and d are given by equations (4) and (5), we will assume
that they satisfy the conditions on exponents which are given in Theorem 2.
In §3, we will see that there is in fact a ternary form for every level N and

discriminant d which are allowed by this theorem.)
2. Construction

of all forms of a given level

Given a value d, it is possible (in theory) to find a representative of each
class of primitive, positive definite, ternary quadratic forms having discriminant
d. We sketch the method here.
Proposition 3 [4, pp. 155-179]. Let f be a ternary form given by equation (1).
Say that f is reduced if the following are true.

(1) a<b<c;
(2) r, s, and t are all positive or all nonpositive,
(3) a>|í|;
a>\s\;
b>\r\;
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(4) a + b + r + s + t>0;
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

a = t=>s<2r;
a = s=ït<2r;
b = r=$t<2s;
a = -t =>•s = 0; a = -s =*■
t = 0; b = -r =>t = 0;
a + 6 + r + 5 + í = 0=>2a + 2í + í<0;
a = b=ï\r\<\s\;
b = c =*■
\s\ <\t\.

Then every primitive, positive definite, ternary form is equivalent to one and
only one reduced form. Also, if f is reduced and has discriminant d, then

d/4<abc<d/2.
Remark. The above criteria for a reduced form were first provided by Eisenstein. Other definitions are possible. In particular, a form which is reduced
by this definition is not necessarily "Minkowski reduced," a definition which
requires in part that r + s + t < a + b in all cases [3, p. 396].
This means that there is only a finite number of possibilities for the coefficients of a reduced form having a given discriminant. In particular, if / is a
reduced form, with discriminant d, given by equation (1), then

1 < a < yd/2,

a<b<

yd/2a,

max(Z>,d/4ab) <c< d/2ab,

and either

-b<r<0,

-a<s<0,

-a<t<0,

or

1 < r < b,

1 <s <a,

1 < t < a.

Starting with a given value of N, we could use Theorem 2 to find the finite
collection of potential discriminants for forms of level N. For each such discriminant d, the finite collection of possible coefficients could be tested. Thus,
it is theoretically possible to find all reduced forms of a given level. Of course,
the larger d is, the more potential coefficients have to be tested. Since for a
given N, a corresponding d might be as large as N2 , this direct method could
become unworkable for a relatively small value of the level. However, we will
note several results which allow us to restrict this search process, thus making
it much more practical.
First note that, in some cases, we can place additional restrictions on the
potential coefficients of forms, owing to the fact that we want only forms of a
specific level. Suppose that /, given by equation (1), is a reduced form of level
N and discriminant d, having reciprocal (¡>as in equation (2). Let m —4d/N
and p = N2/d be the respective divisors of / and 4>■ Then:
(1) If m is even, then r, s, and t must also be even. This is because m
is the greatest common divisor of a collection of integers including 46c - r2,
4ac - s2, and 4ab - t2.
(2) If p is odd, then there are restrictions on the coefficients a, b , and c.
We know that pa = 4ßy - p2. If a is even, then p is even, and so 4 | pa and

4 | a. If a is odd, then p is odd, and pa = -p2 = -1 (mod 4). So either
a = 0 or a = -p (mod 4). The same is true with b or c in place of a.
(3) Since m < my = 4ab - t2 < 4ab, we have that b > m/4a. (It is worth
noting that then we have c < d/2ab < 2d/m = Af/2. Thus A^/2 is an upper
limit for the absolute values of the coefficients of a reduced form of level N,
independent of its discriminant.)
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More importantly though, we may use a collection of functions between
classes of forms having a given level to cut down on the number of discriminants
for which this coefficient-testing process must be carried out. Let C(N, d) denote the set of all classes of positive definite ternary forms having level N and
discriminant d. If / is a ternary form, let f denote the class to which f
belongs. Our next theorem restates some earlier results (Theorem 1 and Corol-

lary 1).
Theorem 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets CiN, d) and
C(Ar, ô), where 6 = N3/4d. This correspondence is provided by the mapping
f !-►
<j>,where <j>is the reciprocal of f.
Since d and ô are inversely related, we can immediately eliminate the discriminants associated with N for which d > jVÑ*. The following result
allows us to restrict our attention further.
Theorem 4. Let N and d be given by equations (4) and (5). Suppose that
pg || N and ph \\ d for some odd prime p . Write d as phd'. Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between CiN, phd') and CiN, p3g~hd').

Before we describe this correspondence, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let f be a positive definite, primitive ternary form with level N and
divisor m. Suppose that p' \\ N and pj \\ m for some odd prime p and positive
integer i. Then f is equivalent to a form (abc\
xvith p' \\ a, p1 \ s and t,

pj | b and r, and p\c. If 0 < j < i, then we can assume that pJ \\ b.
Proof. By Proposition 2, we may assume at the start that / has reciprocal
( « a t ) witn y not divisible by p . Let g = gcd(cr, p, 2y), so that p \ g. We
can form a unimodular matrix U whose first row is [ a/g
p/g 2y/g ]. Let
A be the matrix of /. Then the first row of UA is [0 0 N/g]. (This can
be seen from the fact that the third row of A~l is [a/N p/N 2y/N].) So
then, if U = [m0], the first row of UAU' is [2yN/g2 u23N/g u33N/g].
But UAU' is the matrix of a form (" c) which is equivalent to /. We can
see that a = yN/g2 , s = u^N/g, and t = u23N/g . Since p' \\ N, p \ g, and
p \ y, it follows that p' \\ a and that p' \ s, t.
Since / is primitive, one of the remaining coefficients must be relatively
prime to p . It is easy to see that

(a

b c\

\r

s

(a

t J ~ \r

c b\
t

(

a

s) ~ \2c + r

b+ c+ r

c \

s

s + t) '

so we may assume that either b or c is not divisible by p without affecting
the previous results concerning a, s, and t. If j —0, assume that p\c. The
proof is complete in that case.
If j > 0, assume that p\b. Let g = gcd(-r, 2b), so that p \ g. We can
form a unimodular matrix

"10

£7=0

0

-r/g
Ou

2b/ g
v
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for some integers u and v . If A is the matrix of ( a c J, then UAU' is the

matrix of ("' *' e,\ with a' = a, s' = sv + tu, and t' = si2b/g) + ti-r/g)

(so

that our previous results hold for a! , s', and t' ), and with

b' = bi4bc-r2)/g2

and

r>= vi4bc - r2)/g.

The divisor m is the greatest common divisor of a collection of integers which
includes 4bc - r2, and it is easy to see that each of the other integers is divisible
by p'. So we see that pi | V, r', and if j < i, then pj || V. Since / is
primitive, p cannot divide d . So the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. D

Proof of Theorem 4. Let / e CiN ,phd').

Since m = 4d/N, we may, by

Lemma 2, assume that

pga

f

ph~gb

Kph-gr

«)

pgs

pgt

with a, b, c, r, s, and t integers, p\ac.

A-

Let

a

p2g~hb

pgr

pgs

pgc'*)
pz

Notice that fp is a primitive form. We will show that \¡i: CiN ,phd') —►
CiN, pig~hd') defined by y/if) = fp is a one-to-one correspondence. (We
may also denote y/ by y/p or y/h.)
If Af and Afp are the matrices of / and fp , respectively, then
^/p = p^7F,

where P =

.-1/2

0

0
0

,(3ir-2A)/2

0
0

0

,*/2

So
rfA = dfdetiP)2=phd'p3g-2h

=p3g~hd'.

To show that A^ = A^, note that A/^"1 = P~lAeP~l
reciprocal of /.

where <f>is the

With / as given, it is not hard to see that
. _ (

9

a

\pgp

l2S~hß
p2g~hß

pgy

pga
pga

p2g-hx)

with a, ß, y, p, a, and x integers, p\aßy.

of
pga
p»-gp

ph~gß

pga

\

'

Then P~iA(pP~l is the matrix
y

*)•

which must be primitive. So NfA,' is primitive, and Nfp = Nf by definition.
Thus TP is an element of CiN,p3g-hd').
Next we show that y is a well-defined function. Suppose that / and F are
representatives of the same class in CiN, phd'), and that

f=

pga

ph~gb

■yh-g,

pgs

c\
Pgt)

. p _ / p'A
pgA ph~gB
and F = ph~gR
pgS PgT)>

with p \ acAC, and p \ bB if g < h < 2g. So AF = UAfU' for some
unimodular matrix U. We want to show that fp~Fp. We know that AFp=
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PAFP and Afp = PAfP, so AFp = (PUP-x)Afp(PUP-x)' (since P = P').
Clearly, deX(PUP~x) = det(i7) = ±1. If we can show that the entries of
PUP~l are integers, then it is unimodular, and fp and Fp are equivalent.
If U = [u¡j], then one can see that
PUP~l =

un

unph-2g

ui3p-g

U2xP2g~h

«22

U23pg-h

U3lpg

U32PH~g

"33

so we would like to show that p2g~h | «12 , p8 | «13, and ph~g \ u23. This can
be seen by looking closely at the implications of the equation AF = UAfU', as
given in (3) above. For example, we have that C — f(u3x, u32, u33), so that
C = CM33(mod ph~g). If h > g, it follows that p \ W33. Then one can show

that
ph~gR = 2CW33W23and

pgS = 2cu33Ux3 (mod ph~g).

So ph~g I u23 and ph~g \ w13. If h = 2g, then this is all that we need to show.
Suppose that 2g > h > \g. We then have that
ph~gB = ph-gbu\2 + cu\3 + ph~gru22u23 = ph'gbu\2

since 2(h —g) > g. Since in this case p\bB,
pgT = 2ph~gbu22ul2

(mod pg),

it follows that p\u22.

Now

(modp8),

so we see that p2g~h 11/12. Finally,
pgS = 2cu33Ux3 (modpg),

so pg I «H . So PUP~l is unimodular if 2g > h > \g.
Now if h < \g, consider the reciprocals of / and F, say </>and O. If
AF = UAfU', then A®= VAèV with V = (U~1)'. We can show, by methods
similar to those above, that P~l VP is unimodular. But then
(P"1 FP)"1 = P"1 V'lP = P~XU'P = (PUP'1)'

is unimodular, so PUP~X is unimodular.
So y/h is a well-defined function from C(N,phd') to C(N, p3g-hd'). But
then it is clear that y/3g~h provides an inverse for y/h . So each such function
is a one-to-one correspondence and the proof of Theorem 4 is complete. D

There is a similar result for p —2 .

Theorem 5. Let N and d be given by equations (4) and (5). Suppose that
2g || N and 2h \\ d. Write d as 2hd'. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence

y between C(N,2hd') and C(N, 2ig~h~2d'). This correspondenceis defined
by ip(f) = f2, where we may assume that f is as given below and then define
f2 accordingly:

If h = g -2, then
, /2*-2a
J~\
r

b
2g-ls

c \
2g-lt),

f _( a
h
\2gr

2gb 2gc\
2gs 2gt ) '

If g < h < 2g - 2, then
f_(

2g~2a

J-y2h-g+ir

2"-gb
2g~ls

c

2g-lt)'

\

f - f

h

a

\2g~xr

22g~h-2b
2g~xs

2g~2c \

22g-h-xt)

'
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If h —2g, then
,_ (2ga
J~\2gr

2gb c \
2gs 2gt),

f _(
a
}2~\2g-xr

b
2g~2c\
2g~xs
t J'

The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to that of Theorem 4 (and Lemma 2),
with the extra care which the prime 2 usually requires. For the computational
purposes which are our focus, however, we can see that the effect of these correspondences may be more easily obtained by the use of the reciprocal correspondence of Theorem 3. So we will omit the proof of this theorem.
We combine and summarize the results of this section as:
Corollary 2. Let N and d be given by equations (4) and (5), and let e =
2e°pell■■-pek . Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between C(N, d) and

CiN, e) if for all I < i < k, e¡ = d¡ or e¡ = 3m,- d¡, and if eo = do or
e0 = 3«o -do-2.
Thus, representatives of all classes of ternary forms of level
N can be obtained by applying a sequence of the functions y/p to the classes in

CiN, d) with do < \no - 1, and d¡ < \n¡ for I < i < k.
For example, consider A^= 60 = 22 • 3 • 5. By Theorem 2, there are twelve
potential discriminants for ternary forms of level 60. But we need only find the
reduced forms for two of them: d = 15 and d - 60. Applying the map y/3
to the set C(60, 15) gives us the entire set C(60, 45). Applying y/5 to these
two sets yields all of C(60, 75) and C(60, 225). Taking the reciprocals of all
of these forms gives us all of the elements in C(60, d) for d = 3600, 1200,
720, and 240. (We could obtain the same sets by applying the map y/2 at this
point.) Applying y/3 to C(60, 60) gives us all of C(60, 180). We may take
reciprocals of those forms to obtain all forms in C(60, 900) and C(60, 300).
Thus, we have representatives (but not in general the reduced forms) of all
classes of ternary forms with level 60. Note that if Ay4 is squarefree, then
only two discriminant values, d = N/4 and d = N, need to be considered.
The process outlined here can be effectively computed for many values of
AT. Using this method, along with an algorithm for finding the reduced form
in the class of a given positive definite ternary form, the author has found all

reduced forms with level A^< 1500, and all with N < 4000 for which A/4 is
squarefree (349,186 forms in all). In Table 1 in the supplement to this issue, we
present a small part of these results—the reduced forms with level A" < 100.
Note that in that table, the forms are ordered so as to preserve the effect of the
y/-maps defined above. That is, suppose that pg \\ N and that d = phd' with
%cd(p, d') — 1. If the forms listed to the right of d in Table 1 are in order

Sx, ■■■, Sn, then the forms listed to the right of dx = pig~hd' (pig-h-2d', if
p = 2) are in order y/p(Si), ■■■
, Vp(Sn)■
3. Levels and genera
In this section, we return to the application mentioned in the introduction,
that is, the relation between (ternary) quadratic forms and (weight 3/2) modular
and cusp forms. We first consider another classification of quadratic forms.
Two integral quadratic forms are said to be semi-equivalent if they are equivalent
over the p-adic integers for all primes p, and are equivalent over the real
numbers (see [3] or [6] for more details). Semi-equivalent forms are said to be
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in the same genus (pi. genera) of forms. Equivalent forms are semi-equivalent,
so we may speak of a class of forms as belonging to a genus.
For ternary forms, semi-equivalence can be tested as follows. Let / be a
ternary form and <j>its reciprocal, as given in equations ( 1) and (2) above. Let
m and p be the divisors of these forms. We can assume, by Proposition 2,
that a and y are relatively prime to mp. If p is an odd prime and p \ m,
define a symbol iS/p) to be the Legendre symbol ia/p). Similarly, if p \ p,

define (</>//>)
to be iy/p). If 16 | m, let (//4) = (-I)«"-1'/2. If 32 | m, let
(//8) = (_i)(«2-D/8. Define (0/4) and (</>/8)analogously if p is divisible by
16 or 32. We will refer to these symbols (whichever ones are defined) as the
collection of genus symbols for /.

Proposition 4 [3, pp. 378-384; 4, pp. 51, 52]. Let S and g be primitive, positive
definite ternary forms. Then f and g are in the same genus if and only if they
have the same discriminant and level iand thus the same values of m and p)
and the same collection of genus symbols.
Remarks. The definition of genus symbols given here is adapted from the definition of characters in [4]. That genus symbols are well defined can be shown
directly; the proof is omitted. Proposition 4 can be established by showing
that two ternary forms have the same genus symbols if and only if they have
the same p-adic symbols as defined in [3]. It can also be shown directly that
semi-equivalent forms have the same discriminant and level. Note that by
Proposition 4, it is obvious that the reciprocals of semi-equivalent forms are
semi-equivalent. Similarly, one can show that the maps of Theorems 4 and 5
are genus-preserving, that is, if two classes of forms are in the same genus, then
so are ipp applied to those classes, as defined.
We note also a result on the existence of forms having a particular collection
of genus symbols.
Proposition 5 [6, Theorem 46]. Let m = 2m°/?p ■■■pkkand p = 2^p\Ux■••/>£*
be two integers subject to the conditions that mo / 1, Po i=-1, and mo + po>4iEach Pi is a distinct odd prime, we do not assume that m, and p¡ are both
positive.) Let h irespectively n) equal ±1 as m/2m° irespectively p/2fl°) is
congruent to ± 1 (mod 4). For i - 1, ... , k, let the symbols if/pi) and i<p/Pi)
be chosen independently as ±1; similarly choose if/4), (//8), i4>/4),and

(*/8).

Then there is a primitive, positive definite ternary form f with reciprocal 4>
so that f has discriminant d = m2p/16, level N = mp/4, and genus symbols

fâ
(£)

ifmi>0,

iSpiX),

(?)

ifm0>4,

(£j

iSm0>5,

(£)

íSpo>4,

(!)

*y>o>5,

¿Sand only if'theSollowingconditionshold:

«'no«)"
= (_l)((//4)+i(){W4)+*)/4(_1)(*+l)(i/+l)/4)
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and

(i)

{t)=~h ^m°=o>

{Ç)=~ri ^o=o-

Remarks. The notation is again adapted from that of Dickson [4, pp. 51-54]. It
can be shown directly, by methods similar to those of Lemma 1, that conditions
(6) and (7) hold for any ternary form /. (Lemma 1 is in fact a special case
of Proposition 5.) The existence of ternary forms subject to these conditions

follows from Theorem 46 in [6].
If / is a positive definite ternary quadratic form of level N and discriminant
d, then 0(f), as defined in the introduction, is in My2(N, Xd)■ Recall that
Xd>a Dirichlet character modulo A^, depends only on the squarefree part of d.
In keeping up the connection between modular forms and quadratic forms, we
will say that a ternary form / has character q if d = qr2 and q is squarefree.
If / has level N, its character is a squarefree divisor of N/4.

If Si and Si are equivalent forms, then 6 (Si) = 6ÍS2)• Let c —cq(N) be the
number of classes of ternary forms having level A^ and character q . We thus
have c forms in M3/2(N, Xq) • These forms might not be linearly independent,
but c provides an upper limit on the number of independent modular forms
which arise directly from quadratic forms.
If Si and Si are semi-equivalent ternary forms of level N and character q,
then 6(Sx) - #(.72) is in Sy2(N, Xq)■Let g = gq(N) be the number of genera
of ternary forms with level A^ and character q . Of course, g < c in all cases.
Suppose that a genus of forms contains n classes, say with Si >S2>• • • , Sn as
class representatives. Then B(Sx) - B(Si), ... , &iSi) - ®(Sn) are cusp forms
which might be independent. Any other difference, though, is easily seen to be
a linear combination of these n - 1 forms. Thus there is a maximum of n - 1
linearly independent cusp forms arising directly from this genus.
Now suppose that the c classes of level A^ and character q are partitioned
into the corresponding g genera so that the first genus contains Cx classes, the
second genus contains c2 classes, and so on. Then the maximum number of
linearly independent cusp forms which can be constructed from these classes is
8

8

icx- 1)+ (c2- 1)+ •••+ icg- 1)= 52 c-- Y,l = c - 81=1

1=1

Let sq(N) = cq(N) - gq(N).
We can calculate gq(N) for all values of N and q. First let giN, d) denote
the number of genera of forms of level A^ and discriminant d.
Lemma 3. Let N and d be given by equations (4) and (5). For I < i < k, let

( 1 ifdi = «, or d¡ = 2h„

\ 2 iSn, < d¡ < 2«,.
Let r = rx H-\-

rk. Then giN, d) —c • 2r, where c is defined asfiollows:

(I) IS N and d are both squares, then
{1

i/2«o - 4 < dQ< no + 2,

4 iSnQ+ 4 < do < 2«o - 6,
2 otherwise.
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(II) IS N and d are not both squares, then

{1/2

i/«o = 2, do = 0 or 4,

1
3/2
2

//«o = 2, d0 = 2 ; «o = 3, ¿o = 3 or 4 ; «0 = 4, i/o = 5,
ü/mo= 4, d0 = 4 or 6,
//«o = 5, do = 6 or 7 ; «0 = 6, i/o = 8.

7/"«o and d0 are not among these exceptional cases, then

' 1 í/í/o - no-2

or 2«0,

3 iSdo = no or 2«o - 2,
c= \
4 iSdo = «o + 1, «o + 2, 2«o - 4, or 2«0 - 3,
. 8 if n0 + 3 < dQ< 2n0 - 5.
ProoS- We want to count the number of different collections of genus symbols
which are allowed by conditions (6) and (7) of Proposition 5. Notice that in
that statement, some symbols are defined, and may play a part in equation
(6), which are not part of the collection of genus symbols. We will say that
a symbol is "relevant" if it is in fact a genus symbol. For example, (///>,•) is
relevant if n¡ < d¡, and (</>//?,)is relevant if t/, < 2n¡. So r is the number of
relevant symbols involving the odd primes. Call these the "odd" symbols. For
the others, (//4) (resp. (//8) ) is relevant if do > n0 + 2 (resp. «o + 3); i<t>/4)

(resp. (0/8) ) is relevant if do < 2«o - 4 (resp. 2«0 - 5 ).
Case I. If N and d are squares, then so are m and p, so we have that
h = 1 = r\. Each m, and p¡ is even, so equation (6) becomes
1 = _(_l)((//4)+l)(W4)+l)/4<

By Lemma 1, neither m nor p can be odd, so condition (7) does not apply
in this case. Equation (6) reduces to requiring only that (//4) = 1 = i<f>/4).
Otherwise, we see that the r odd symbols can be chosen independently, as can
(//8) and (0/8). So the number of possibilities for these choices is:
2r

2 • 2r

if neither (//8)

nor (0/8) is relevant,

if only one of (//8)

and (0/8) is relevant,

4 • 2r if both (//8) and (0/8) are relevant.
With the facts noted in the previous paragraph, and the fact that here «o and
i/o are both even, we get the result of the theorem.

Case II. Suppose that A^ and d are not both squares. We can rewrite equation

(6) as
ff, do-no,£

(6)

W

V8

nfêTfâ

_ (_l)((//4)+il)((W4)+/i)/4(_1j(/1+l)(ii+l)/4

_

Note that if «o and d0 are both even, then in this case we must have that «,
or di is odd for some I < i < k . So then r > 0, and it makes sense to speak
of choosing r - 1 odd symbols in a particular way. (In all other cases, we do
not assume that k > 0.)
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(1) Let do = no- 2. Here, (0/4) is relevant, as is (0/8) if n0 > 3.
Neither (//4)

nor (//8)

is relevant. In this case, m is odd, so we know that

(0/4) = -h . Equation (6) becomes

Dp) ©-<-«■
«o k

/ f\ di-n¡

+ l)(»,+l)/4

If «o is odd, then we may choose the r odd symbols as we like; the value of
(0/8) is then determined by this equation. If «o is even, then the value of
(0/8) plays no part in equation (6). We can choose (0/8) and r - 1 of the
odd symbols independently. The last odd symbol is then determined. So if
«o > 3, we have r independent choices for the relevant symbols, for a total
of 2r possibilities. If «o = 2, then there are 2r~x = \ • 2r possibilities for the
collection of genus symbols.
The case in which i/o = 2«o is the same (with / and 0 interchanged).
(2) Let do - n0. Here, (0/4) is relevant if «0 > 4, (0/8) if n0 > 5.
Neither (//4) nor (//8) is relevant. Equation (6) becomes

(6a) f-Vnf—V Y—V=(-i)((//4)+'?)(w4)+/')/4(-i)(''+i)('
Suppose first that «o > 4. If (0/4) = -h , then the right-hand side of equation
(6a) is i-l)(h+l)(i+1)/4, which determines the left-hand side. As in subcase (1)
above, we have r independent choices for (0/8) and the odd symbols. (Again,
which ones we can choose depends on the parity of «o •) On the other hand,

if (0/4) = h, then the right-hand side is ±(-l)(A+1)('?+i)/4depending on the
value of iS/4). We have r+1 free choices for the odd symbols and for (0/8).
US 14) is then determined but is not relevant.) So if «o > 5, then there is a
total of 2r + 2r+1 = 3 • 2r possibilities for the relevant symbols. If «0 = 4, then
(0/8) is not relevant, so the total number of possibilities is 2r~x + 2r = § • 2r.
Now if «o < 4, then neither (//4) nor (0/4) is relevant. By choosing their
values as we like, we have r free choices for the odd symbols. So there are 2r

possibilities if «o = 3 or «o = 2.
The case in which i/0 = 2«0 - 2 is the same.
(3) Let i/o = «o + 1 • Here, (0/4) is relevant if n0 > 5, (0/8) if n0 > 6.
Neither (//4)

í£\ít\°

nor (//8)

TT f£\'

is relevant. Equation (6) becomes

Y^.V

=(_l)((//4)+7)(W4)+A)/4(_1)(A+l)(»/+l)/4_

By choosing (//8) as we like, we have free choices for each of the relevant
symbols. So the total number of possibilities is 2r+2 = 4 • 2r if «0 > 6,
2f+I = 2 • 2r if «o = 5, and 2r if n0 < 4.
The case in which i/0 = 2«o - 3 is the same.
(4) Let d0 = n0+ 2. Now (//4) is relevant, but (//8) is not; (0/4) is
relevant if «o > 6, (0/8) if no > 1. Equation (6) becomes (6a) again. If
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«o > 6, then choose (//4) and (0/4) independently. The left-hand side of
equation (6a) is then determined. There are r free choices for (0/8) and the
odd symbols. So if «o > 7, then there is a total of 2r+2 = 4 • 2r possibilities for
the relevant symbols. If «o = 6, there are 2 • 2r total possibilities. The cases
in which «o < 5 are already accounted for.
The case in which do = 2«o - 4 is the same.

(5) Finally, let n0+ 3 < d0 <2n0-5 . Here, (//4), (//8), (0/4), and (0/8)
are all relevant. Choosing (f/4) and (0/4) determines the left-hand side of
equation (6). We can choose r + 1 of the remaining symbols freely. The total
number of possible collections is 2r+3 = 8 • 2r.
So the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. D
Notice that the number of genera of ternary forms of level N and discriminant d is positive in all cases listed. So the number of such classes must be
positive as well. This proves the remark which concludes §1.
With A^ given by equation (4), let q = 29opf ■■-pkk with each q¡ equal to 0
or 1, and qo = 0 if «o = 2. So q is a possible character for a ternary form of
level A". We can now calculate gqiN) as

d

where c and r are as given in Lemma
by equation (5), for which sf(i/) = q .
a sum over (k + l)-tuples (do, dx, ...
Let r¡ be given as in the statement

d

3, and the sum is taken over all d, given
A sum over all such d can be viewed as
, dk) for which d¡ = q¡ (mod 2).
of Lemma 3. Then we have

£,(A0= 5>2'=
d

£

c2"---2'*.

(do,-,dk)

But c depends only on do (once it is determined whether Case I or Case II
applies), while 2r< depends only on d¡. So we can see that

^(A0 = $>£2"...£2".
d0

d\

dk

Theorem 6. Let N be given by equation (4) and let q be a squareSree divisor
oS N/4. Let gqiN) be the number oSgenera oSpositive definite ternary fiorms
having level N and character q. Then
k

gq(N) = C \{i2m),
1=1

where C is a constant defined as follows:

(I) If N is a square and q —I, then

c=

■1
2
5

if no = 2,
if n0 = 4,
if n0 = 6,

. 2(n0 - 4) if n0 > 8.
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(II) If N is not a square or q ^ 1, then

'2

c =I

if no = 2 or 3,

1

if n0 = 4 and q is even,

5
6
10

if no = 4 and q is odd,
if no = 5,
if no = 6 and q is odd,

, 4(«o - 4) if no = 6 and q is even, or if no > 7.
Proof. In light of the remarks above, we need only show that

y 2n = 2/i, for i = 1, ..., k,

and

di

y^c = C.
da

For i = I, ... , k ,we will consider three cases:
(i) If n, is even and q,■■
= 0, then the possibilities for d¡ are n¡, n¡ +

2, ... , 2n,; - 2, and 2«,. Then r, = 1 for i/, = «, and i/, = 2n,, and r, = 2
in all other cases. Notice that «, + 2 < i/, < 2«, - 2 for (n, - 2)/2 even values

of d¡. Thus
£ 2" = 21 + ^^(22)

+ 21 = 4 + 2(», - 2) = 2«,,

(ii) If «¡ is even and q¡■= 1, then i/; = «, + 1, «, + 3, ... , 2«, - 1. There
are n¡/2 such values of d¡, and r, = 2 in each case, so

5>
di

= ^(22) = 2«„

(iii) Suppose that «, is odd. If q¡■= 0, then i/, = «, + 1, ... , 2«, - 2, 2«,.
If q¡:= 1, then d¡ = n¡, n¡ + 2,...,

2«, - 1. In either case, there is one value

of d¡ for which r, = 1 and (n¡ - l)/2 values for which r, = 2. So
^ 2^ = 21 + ^-(22)

= 2 + 2(11,- 1) = 2«„

Now let c be defined as in Lemma 3.
Care I. Suppose that A^ is a square and that q = 1 (so that d is also a square).
In particular, «0 and d0 are both even. If «0 > 8, then there are the following
possibilities for do : no, «o + 2, 2no-4, 2«o -2, and for («0- 8)/2 values,
«o + 4 < i/o < 2«o - 6. By Lemma 3, for the first four values, c = 2, and for
the others, c = 4. So we have that

C = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2^(4)

= 2(n0- 4).

For the other values of «o, we have

no = 6 =>i/o = 6, 8, or 10 =>C = 2 + 1 + 2 = 5,
n0 = 4=>i/0 = 4or6
=>C=1 + 1 = 2,
n0 = 2 =>do = 2
=>C=1.
Case II. Suppose that A^ is not a square or that q ^ 1 (that is, A^ and d are
not both squares). We consider three subcases here.
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(i) Suppose that «o and do are even, so that q is odd. If «o > 8, then
do = no - 2, no, «o + 2, 2«0 - 4, 2«o - 2, 2«0, and for («0 - 8)/2 values,
«o + 4 < i/o < 2«o - 6. Then by Lemma 3,

C=l + 3 + 4 + 4 + 3+l + ^^(8)

= 4(«o - 4).

Otherwise, we have

n0 = 6 =>i/o = 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 =>C = 1 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 1 = 10,

3

3

«o = 4=» i/0 = 2, 4, 6, or 8

=>C=l

+ - + ^ + l = 5,

«o = 2 =►i/o = 0, 2, or 4

=>C=2

+ 1 + 2=2-

(ii) Suppose that «o is even, and do is odd, so that q is even. For «o > 6, we
have that i/o = «o+ l. 2«0-3, and for («o-6)/2 values, «o+3 < t/o < 2«o-5 .
Then

C = 4 + 4+^^(8)

= 4(«o-4).

If «o = 4, then do = 5 is the only possibility, so C = 1.
(iii) Suppose that «o is odd. We will assume that do is even; the case in
which i/o is odd is similar. If «o > 7, then i/0 = «o + 1, 2«o - 4, 2«o - 2,
2«o , and for («0 - 7)/2 values, «o + 3 < do < 2«0 - 6. So then,

C = 4 + 4 + 3+l + ^-^(8)

= 4(«o - 4).

Otherwise,

n0 = 5 =;>i/o = 6, 8, or 10 =>C = 2 + 3 + 1 = 6,
«0 = 3 =s>¿fo= 4 or 6
=>C = 1 + 1 = 2.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. D
General results concerning the values of cqiN) and ^(AO are not apparent.
However, combining the results of Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we can easily establish

the following:

Theorem 7. Let N be divisible by 4, and let Q = sf(Ar/4). Suppose that r is a
squarefree divisor of N/4 and that gcd(r, Q) = 1. Then
cr(N) = crq(N)

and

sr(N) = srq(N)

if q is any divisorof Q.
In particular, if each prime in the unique factorization of A/4 appears with
odd exponent, then the values c9(AQ and sq(N) are independent of q .
Using the ternary forms listed in Table 1 (see Supplements section), the author has found bases for all spaces of cusp forms of weight 3/2, level N < 100,
and quadratic character. However, for larger values of A^, the quadratic form
method will not suffice in this direct way for construction of such bases. Suppose that N = 4p for some prime p . (We restrict our attention to this case
because then S3¡2(N, x) does not contain any nontrivial subspaces of the form
S3/2(M, x) with M < N.) It can be shown that
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if P = 1 (mod 4),

ifp,3(mod4)

if N - 4p with p an odd prime, and X = Xi or x = Xp [2, Theorem 2; 11,
Theorem A].
In Table 2 in the supplement to this issue, we compare dimS3/2iN, Xq)
with our calculation of sqiN) for each N < 4000 with N/4 prime. It is
apparent that, for these values, sqiN) does not increase as quickly as does
dim5,3/2(Ar, Xq)• Thus, the question of how useful the quadratic form method
is in constructing a basis for a space of modular or cusp forms remains unresolved.
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Supplement to

LEVELS OF POSITIVE DEFINITE TERNARYQUADRATICFORMS
J. LARRYLEHMAN

All Reduced

Table 1
Ternary Forms of Level N < 100

For each level N < 100, the reduced forms are grouped by character and by
discriminant. A wedge (V) between two forms indicates that those forms are
in the same genus.
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